1. JOB DESCRIPTION:  

2. WEIGHT OF LOAD:  

3. HOW FAR IS THE LOAD MOVING?  

4. REACH REQUIREMENTS:  

5. HEIGHT REQUIREMENTS:  

6. WINCH REQUIREMENTS:  
[ ] Hand  [ ] 115 Volt AC  [ ] 12 Volt DC  

7. BASE REQUIREMENTS:  
[ ] Pedestal  [ ] Socket  [ ] Wall Mount  [ ] Base Extension  

8. WHERE IS THE DAVIT CRANE BEING USED?  

9. HOW DID YOU HEAR OF US?  

Base installation is purchaser's responsibility. OZ Lifting recommends consulting a civil engineer or other qualified professional.  

Each crane tested at 125%. Test cert included. Cable and bases sold separately.  

OZ Lifting products are not for lifting up people or objects over people.